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The water molecules found in the material have the greatest effect on the microwave
signal. The higher the water content, the higher the Phase Shift.

The HK Systems use a microwave signal to
determine the BRIX of all kind of sugar
solutions and slurries. Microwaves are
electromagnetic waves similar to radio waves.
Just like radio waves, microwaves are
capable of traveling from a transmitter to a
receiver in either a vacuum or through a space
filled with a material. When the microwave signal
travels in a vacuum; its speed, frequency, and
energy are constant. When the space is filled
with a material containing a varying amount of
water; the speed, frequency and energy of the
wave will change as the water content varies. By
measuring the changes in the properties of
the microwave signal, it is possible to
determine the amount of water in the material.

Basic Operating Principles of the HK Microwave System
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produced in the
Microwave Signal
Generator.



The HK-Systems
needs only single
point calibration.
You need to enter
value of one
sample to start
measurement.
Whatever little
error, if  there,
can be  adjusted
afterward by
offset adjustment
from Operating
Unit



A) The HK Microwave System
performs the  following steps
during its measurement cycle:

1) A microwave signal is

2) The signal is transmitted
from the Microwave
signal generator to a pin
antenna over a coax cable.

3) One antenna acts as a
transmitting antenna, and
other acts as a receiving
antenna.

4) The microwave signal transmits through the material from the  transmitting
antenna to the receiving antenna

5) From the receiving antenna the signal is transmitted back to the Microwave Signal
generator.

6) The Microwave Signal Generator receives the signal and measures its properties.

7) The signal is then compared and converted into Brix Unit based on Lab analysis.

.

DISPLAY & KEYS OF HK-Systems
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ONEXIS AUTOMATION

HK-6C Compact Version with integrated display & sensor unit

HK-6F Field Version with remote display unit

HK-2C Compact Unit with integrated display & sensor . With
cleaning arrangement.

HK-2M Modular Version having sensor connected to evaluation
/display unit with a RF cable
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ONEXIS AUTOMATION

measuring method microwavetechnique 2,45 GHz

housing
dimensions h x w x d
protection class weight
colour

aluminium pressure casting housing
177 x 177 x 100mm
IP65
RAL 5024

circuit points
power supply

2 analogue outputs

variable 100-240V / AC quick-connection

1 analogue outputs 0/4 - 20mA quick-connection
1 temperature/PT100 NTC quick-connection
1 relay contact
1 HF-IN 1 HF-OUT

x quick-connection
2 x N-plug sockets

2 computer-interface RS232 or RS485 bidirectional circular plug-in connector

digital inputs ext. select:16 products/on/off circular plug-in connector

user interface
operating
monitoring

6 softkeys in integrated keypad
2 x 24 characters in illuminated display

measuring accuracy / scanning
in pipes
in tanks

analogue/digital conversion cyclic 250ms
x TS/liquids 0,2%
x TS/liquids 0,2%

at conveyer belts x TS/bulk material 1%

Sensor systems
Pin antennas 195mm / DN65 x

pinantennas 195mm / DN80
3A-spiral antennas
short 3A-pinantennas
mini-spiral antennas
spiral antennas
horn antennas

ambient conditions
environment temperature
product temperature

-20°C - +85°C
>0°C - +130°C
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The microwave instruments are
designd for ambient temperatures of
about
>0°C to +85°C
For both measuring devices the
temperature range of the to be rated
product is
>0°C to +130°C The measuring instruments provides the

rated values as standard-analog signals
(0/4 - 20mA) for the further processing
in superposed open-loop, closed-loop or
control systems

In the plants, our instruments are in
operation permanently, i.e. independent
from the status of the engineering
process. This can be normal operation,
start up, shut down or standstill.

The measuring instruments can be pre-calibrated for different product-lines, the change from
product 1 to product 2 is effected by manual operation or by the superposed system.

The manual fine-tuning of the set parameters in the microwave-instruments occurs with the
user interface of the evaluation unit. The user interface of each evaluation unit is menu
controlled. This is realized by soft keys with a keypad control. This means, that the soft keys
below the display with 2 x 24 characters have a different relevance in dependence of the
status of operation.

co
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Operation / Commissioning
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With one view everything in the grasp !!!

ONEXIS 44

Additionally you can setup freely definable thresholds where the measured value is changing
to red when it is outside your range.

Thus you 'seized' with only one view whether your product is within the given tolerances or
not.

HK6 Display - networking and visualization of up to 16 devices

With our HK6 Display software
you can verify the measuring
results of up to 16 devices at
the same time. The
instruments will be connected
together via optional RS-485
communication port and the
measured values will be polled
periodically. For a better
overview the last 600 values
from each device will be
plotted in a graph.

Every parameter in the HK6 Display
software is editable.

Equipment parameters like the
calibration, limits and the current
output can be configured via the
software and transferred to the
instrument.

For a check or validation of the
connected periphery the software
is also able to create defined test
currents with just a click.
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Other products from Onexis:

1. Moisture Sensor
2. Colour / Whiteness Sensor
3. Total Solid Sensors
4. Pressure Transmitters
5. Level Transmitters
6. Safety & Maintenance Valve for pH &

pressure transmitters

7. Pneumatic Components
a. I/P Converter
b. Pressure Regulator
c. Volume Booster
d. Pneumatic Relays

8. Electric Actuator
a. Proportion Type ( Linear & Rotary)
b. On-Off Type (Linear & Rotary)

9. Display Panel meter
10.Universal Indiators
11.Signal Isolator
12.PLC Interfaces – Analogue & Digital
13.AC Power Transmitters
14.IP 67 Weatherproof Thermoplastic

Enclosures & Junction Boxes
15.Cable Glands
16.Enclosures for Energy Meters
17.Solar Power Systems
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